CAIRO: Memphis/Sakaara/Pyramid
WELCOME TO CAIRO
MEMPHIS: Statue of Ramses
Alter

smaller sphinx
Carpet School...not happy to visit
13 and 14 year old making silk rug
Girls are picked for small hands...even at 5-10 years old
huge "child labour" factory in my opinion
Finished products...huge warehouse show room
From the restaurant... Great Pyramids and CITY life!
At the Great Pyramid-- one of the 7 wonders
HUGE STONES....how did they do it?
Three pyramids
Across from pyramids... KFC and Pizza hut.. globalization?

SATELITE TV..even in the poorest areas
Way back to CAIRO..after 10 hours on train

Mosque of Mohamed Ali
Inside the mosque
In our Harry Potter Capes
View of Cairo

CITY OF THE DEAD... all tombs behind taller bldgs left and righ
At the Egyptian Museum

Where King Tut's gold is
From the car.. interesting market road
Christian/Jewish temple areas of town
In the Cairo Airport..wierdest thing I've ever seen!